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There once was a president named Hales...
KRISTEN DEMALINE
AARON RUPERT
Raleigh Stanton Hales was in-
stalled by Stanley Gault, chairman
of the Board of Trustees, as the 10th
president of the College in a Satur-
day rooming ceremony in McGaw
ChapeL
Beginning with a processional of
delegates from various institutions
of higher learning and academic as-
sociations, faculty, and seniors,
puncuated by the Scot pipe band.
There were over 70 guests from vis-
iting universities and colleges
present, including Harvard,
Stanford, and Yale Universities, as
well as other liberal arts schools
such as Kenyon, Pomona and Hiram
Colleges.
Joining Gault and Hales on the
podium were Stephen Penrod '97,
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president of the Student Govern-
ment Association, Edward O. Wil-
son, Pellegrino University Profes-
sor at Harvard. John C Dowd. vice
chair of the Board of Trustees, and
Ronald W. Wallace, professor of
English at the University of Wis-
consin, Madison.
The ceremony continued with the
playing of "Stanfare" by the trum-
pet ensemble and tympani, a piece
written by Jack Gallagher, profes-
sor of music.
Offering the invocation was the
Reverend Carroll C. Meyer, pastor
of Westminster Presbyterian
Church, the church in residence on
campus.
Penrod read Psalm 90, a tradition
held since the first installation of
Willis Lord as the first president of
the College. This was in lieu of an
address to the senior class and in
pales address '!?)plioioess:ihlnmkwai
coming first-ye- ar class at opening
convocation, at which the president
of the student government has tradi-
tionally also spoken.
"I am honored to be invited
back.. .though it does fill me with
trepidation," said Wallace upon de-
livering "Breaking and Entering: on
the Inauguration ofPresident Hales"
to the audience. The poem offered a
lighter moment amidst the other-
wise formal ceremony.
Wilson's induction address.The
Intrinsic Unity ofKnowledge", dealt
with the continuing struggle in edu-
cation to bridge the gaps between
the sciences, the humanities, and the
social sciences.
"If the world really works in a
way so as to encourage the unifica-
tion of knowledge, all the great
branches of learning, the natural
sciences, the social sciences and the
v: -- Vc
; Y.
dealt with the need for future-a-nd
present-leade- rs in society, gov-
ernment, and education to.be well-vers- ed
in the sciences as well as
other disciplines. Regarding cur-
rent leaders, Wilson said, "Advice
is well-mea- nt, but the time has come
for leadership of a new generation
. of less lopsided individuals."
Professor of Music John Russell
conducted the Wooster Chorus in
their musical offering of "Cantate
Domino", after which Gault an-
nounced that Governor of the State
of Ohio George Voinovich had is-
sued a proclamation in honor of the
Jnside:
Halestompanda searchin
retrospective ; : .
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Hales enjoys a laugh with Edward
humanities will grow stronger in
their subject matter. . .now we know
where live are in the universe, and
who we are in part, a biological
species on a fragile planet, " Wilson
said.
Wilson's address more specifi-
cally
Tuesday, September 10, 1996
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photo by Eric Bakken
O. Wilson, Induction Speaker
inaugural.
Voinovich complimented Hales
on his academic record and "wished
him well in his new assignment"
Hales inaugural address. The
Knowledge Here Attained", is
printed on pages two and three in-
side.
The address announced apian for
faculty and administration, to re-
evaluate current programs, as well
as for a celebration of the 50th anni-
versary of the Independent Study
program.
Following the address Campus
Minister Linda Morgan-Cleme- nt
offered the Inaugural Prayer, Dowd
announced revisions to the list of
attendees and delegates, and the cer-
emony concluded with the benedic-
tion spoken by the Reverend Ned
W. Edwards, a representative of the
Synod of the Covenant.
guest editorials and a new
campus issues series ,
pages 912
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"The Knowledge Here Attained"
Our new prexy's swank indoor inaugural address
Mr. Chairman, Members of the
Board of Trustees, Faculty and Staff
Colleagues, Students, Alumni, Dis-
tinguished Guests, and Fellow Citi-
zens:
Not a single one of us was present
126 years ago today, on September
7. 1 870, at this same hour, in a sunny
Oak Grove, for the dedication of
this College. Between the several
thousand in attendance that day and
the several thousand of us here this
morning there lies a great chasm of
life and time, and we can only won-
der about the antici
pation which they felt
at the opening of a
new college. All that
we can hold onto from
that day are some pre-
cious papers, precious
noughts recorded on
them, and this key to
Old Main, ceremoni
ally delivered then by
the President of the Board Rev. John
Robinson to the first PresidentWillis
Lord, as it has been delivered to me
today by Mr. Gaul L 1 870: one build-
ing and 34 students; today: 39 build-
ings and 1713 students.
At a ceremony in. June of 1868,
two years before the dedication, a
cornerstone had been laid for that
one building. Old Main, the
College's first. On hand were
500,000 bricks made especially for
the building, which unfortunately
burned to the ground in 1 90 1 . This is
one of those bricks, rescued over the
summer from the charred remains
of Old Main, now buried four feet
under the Oak Grove. A hymn was
sun g as pan of that cornerstone cer-
emony, with this closing verse:
O bless the work in coming days
O bless the assembled youth .
O bless he knowledge here attained
With sancufying truth.
What unites us today? I believe it
is a deep fascination with time, and
change, and
knowledge,
and truth.
What in-
spires us to-
day? I be-
lieve it is
the aston
ishing abil- -
ity of an
educational institution like this one
to renew itself, to have the potential
to be as fresh 126 years later as it
was on the very day of its opening.
Why is this? Of course, colleges
do have the opportunity to renew
themselves every. year, virtually
coming to a halt in the spring and
starting over again in the fall, with
new faces, new plans, new hopes,
and clean notebooks. Certainly, this
annual rebirth is one source of the
freshness we carry in us during these
wonderful weeks each fall. But a
presidential inauguration offers re-
newal ori a different scale. Inaugu-ratio- ns
come infrequently, unpre-
dictably. Inaugurations are times of
deep reflection, opportunities to re-
trace in our mind's eye the paths we
What unites us today? I believe it is a deep
fascination with time, and change, and
knowledge, and truth. What inspires us
today? I believe it is the astonishing ability of
an educational institution like this one to
renew itself...
as an institution have taken, to cel- -'
ebrate what we have become and
embrace the best of what we have
achieved.
To stand here before you is a true
. homy, but the honor carries with it a
mighty challenge. As a beginning. I
take it as my assignment this morn-
ing tooffer some thoughts and ques-
tions of my own about Wooster's
future and in so doing to encourage
all of us to take an open and inquisi-
tive approach for the work ahead.
Each ofWooster's nine presidents
has done this before me. and a read-
ing of their inaugural addresses re-
veals the eloquence with which each,
in carefully chosen words most ap-
propriate to his era, posed the ques-
tion of what the future of the Col-
lege should be. At the opening, Willis
Lord observed, "...is it not fitting...
that we set forth...and vindicate our
views, aims, and hopes in being
born." In 1883, Sylvester Scovel
inquired, ""...shall I gi ve...intimarion
of the ends to which our united en-
deavors are to be bent?.. .a
nothing else, these losses must convince us
to the core never to take each other for
granted... These were not market exchanges.
These are family tragedies.
direction. ..from which I hope the
institution will never swerve?"
Charles Frederick Wishart asked in
19 19, "What is the real significance
of The.College ofWooster?" And so
on, down to Henry Copeland, who
in 1977 mused: "... what should
Wooster's stance be? What image
should we have of ourselves?"
Throughout his term, each presi-
dent setabout answering these ques-
tions in his own way, and the contri-
butions that each made invigorated
the College and left a tradition, a
rich legacy which is handed over to
us today. The stability of having
only nine presidential terms in 125
years, with two exceptionally long
terms of23 and 25 years, is unusual,
but not unique. At Union College,
for example. Presi
In
dent EliphaletNott
served for62 years,
although it is said
that the faculty did
become a little rest-
less near the end.
Please be assured
that I do not intend
my term to last that
long.
During the coming two years, the
faculty and administration will write
our educational plan for the future,
in concert with staff, trustees, and
students. The task is to look ahead,'
envisioning the paths we will fol-
low, the principles we will choose to
guide the institution. This is made
easier because, like Isaac Newton,
we have the shoulders of giants on
which to sit. I have known but one
president of Wooster, and whatever
of value my administration is able to
achieve will owe much to the initia-
tives, insight, and integrity of Henry
Copeland.
It almost goes without saying that
we shall remain a coeducational lib-
eral arts college, with approximately
1700 students and a special focus on
independent learning. Despite the
splendid success of the recently com-
pleted campaign, whose total ex-
ceeded the S65 million goal by more
than ten million and which will have
added substantially to our buildings
and endowment, we will certainly
continue to seek additional endow-
ment for general and special
purposes and to pursue other
building projects such as
a field house and the remod-
eling of Kauke. But this
morning I wish to speak spe-
cifically about several com-
munity aspects of Wooster
which call for some caution
, and some optimism.
the plan we design for
Wooster 's future, there is one model,
recently proposed as a uniform so-
lution for the renewal of our na-
tional life, which we must resist It is
a model which assigns toevery arena
Length: 25 minutes, 10 seconds
of human endeavor the metaphor of
customer-employee-CE- O. The hon-
orable profession of medicine, for
example, is to be replaced by the
health care industry, in which pa-
tients are only customers, physicians
are mere employees rather than pro-fession-als
and authori- -
ties, and the
president of
the HMO is
the CEO,
rarely a phy-
sician herself
or himself.
Just as Independent Study
depends on the intellectuals
generosity of the faculty, the
success of the faculty role
depends on generous leaves.
By the same
token, the church is to become the
religion industry; the parishioners,
the customers; the m misters, the em-
ployees; and the bishop (pardon my
Anglican orientation), the CEO. No
mention of another One whom one
normally thinks of as head of the
church. And so on. The correspond-
ing implication for the "education
industry" is only loo clear. And all
interactions involving members of
those spheres of endeavor are to be
seen as no more than market ex-
changes.
In recent days, the encounters of
this College's family with tragedy
have exposed the inappropriateness
of this point of view. When alumnus
Kirk Rhein '70 went down in the
New York crash of a Trans World
Airlines plane in July, we did not
lose a former customer; we lost a
devoted friend and elder of this fam-
ily. When Professor Daniel Winter
died eight days ago, we did not lose
an employee; we lost a wise col-
league, a great performer, a father, a
teacher, a member of the commu-
nity. And when Kate Risley, Tom
Taraba, and Phil Yontz were killed
in the tragic accidents over which as
a family we '
have grieved
so deeply, we
did not lose
customers;
we lost de-- 1
i g h t f u 1
Never should we take for granted
our opportunities to be together as
individuals, and yet even existing
opportunities for this are under usedyoung
friends, a
daughter and two sons, active mem-
bers of this community, and our
students.
These were not market exchanges.
These are family tragedies. Wooster
is not a subsidiary of the education
industry. Wooster is a community: a
personal community, an academic
community, a civic community. If
nothing else, these losses must con-
vince us to the core never to take
each other for granted. But the les
sons are broader than that; there are
many aspects of Wooster that we
must never take for granted. The
renewal of Wooster I wish to speak
to this morning is the renew' of
these three community aspects of
Wooster the personal, the academic,
and the civic,
indeed things
which we
must never
take for
granted, or
else lose them
too.
Never
should we
take for granted our opportunities to
be together as individuals, and yet
even existing opportunities for this
are under used. The program of fac-
ulty dining with students, which al-
lows studems to invite faculty mem-
bers to meals in the dining halls, at
no cost to either, is much
undersubscribed. I would challenge
students to raise this program to a
new level. Moreover, a new trustee
gift allows us this year to support
faculty members in their entertain-
ment of students in their homes; I
likewise encourage us to see that
this new program is fully subscribed.
And I hold on to mylong-expresse- d
hope of finding funding to endow a
periodic retreat of faculty and trust-
ees together, perhaps to be initiated
in the course of the planning work
ahead, both for fellowship and for
stimulating discussions about the
College's future. We all need to talk
within and across our respective con-
stituencies more than we do. As
expressed by President Wishart, our
particular work can never be done in
an institution where we pass beyond
the point of personal contact be-
tween teachers and pupils and be- -
tween the scholars themselves.
Neither for granted can we take a
characteristic of Wooster, set by
President Lord and the trustees at
the College's founding and remark-
able for its time, namely that this
shall "be a place of studies for
alL..that the essential test of citi-
zenship in this commonwealth of
science and letters should be char-
acter, mental and moral quality and
attainment, not condition, race.
Number ofprops: two
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The Inaugural Address by R. Stanton Hales
color, or sex." The education which
this College offers can be said to be
excellent only if both the commu-
nity and the curriculum reflect the
great cultural and ethnic diversity of
this nation and world, as well as pay
heed to the early disadvantage still
suffered by populations within our
society.
Certainly not for granted can we
take Wooster's two most distinctive
academic programs critical to our
academic community. Independent
Study and the faculty leave pro-
gram, brought to Wooster through
the leadership of the remarkable sev-
enth president, Howard Foster
L o w r y .
Howard
L o w r y
Wooster
and its in
We all need to talk within and
across our respective
constituencies more than we
do.
tellectual
life with In-
dependent Study. It perfectly repre-
sented the philosophy of teaching
which he embraced and which has
come to characterize Wooster's
whole approach: to lead students to
ask significant questions rather than
learn easy answers, to give them the
opportunity to discover their own
ideas. From his own research on
Matthew Arnold as critic, Lowry
developed passionate faith in "the
free play of a student's mind in the
topic at hand; and this theme too
characterizes I.S. Just this summer,
Robert Calhoon '58, now professor
of history at the University of North
Carolina --Greensboro, wrote me to
recall how his anxiety over I.S. had
been allayed by Professor Dan
Calhoun's encouragement simply to
allow and enjoy the free play of his
own mind. Underlying independent
study is the recognition that the "in-
tellectual generosity" of the faculty
is essential to excellent teaching and
to the maturing of the student
The College s long experi-
ence in I.S. now means that
any institution contemplating
such a program must consult
with Wooster. Independent
study is nearly SO years old,
and just as Wooster under theHoward Lowry celebrated the
50th anniversary in 1951 ofthe
rebuilding of the College fol-
lowing the fire that destroyed Old
Main, we shall use this occasion to
celebrate I.S. with a major national
conference in the fall of 1997. Our
obligation goes beyond celebration,
however, and in our planning pro-
cess we must reaffirm our dedica
tion to Independent Study and shape
in a way that will make it at least as
successful in its second 50 years as
in its First. I do believe that there are
several considerations to make: how
best to share the excitement and
results of I.S. with the rest of the
campus in the spring, how to draw
greater national attention to the pro-
gram, and whether and how to in-
corporate aspects of teamwork and
collaboration, as called for in na-
tional discussions of education.
From Lowry's passionate belief
that this sort of education must be
based on "first-rat-e scholarship,...
enlivened by fresh research," and
not on "stale
platitudes,
..minor pi-
eties, ...and
witch-hun- ts
on small
matters, he
likewise ar-
gued for and
established a new faculty leave pro-
gram. Just as Independent Study de-
pends on the intellectual generosity
of the faculty, the success of the
faculty role depends on generous
leaves. Major recent gifts from
trustee William Thompson have sup-
ported the leave program by endow-
ing special visiting positions as leave
replacements, and the program's full
success depends on securing more
endowed positions like these.
Neither for granted can we take
the "habit of mastery," an early tra-
dition which perhaps more than any-
thing established Wooster's imme-
diate reputation for high standards.
For this, credit is due especially to
Jonas Notestein, teacher of Latin
and classics. Notestein grew up in
Canaan, just a few miles north of
Wooster. By pure coincidence at
age 17 he attended the ceremony at
which this hill was chosen for the
College in 1866; by design he at--
Independent study is nearly 50
years old.., we shall use this
occasion to celebrate I.S. with
major national conference in
fall of1997.
tended the laying of the cornerstone
for Old Main in 1868. As as sopho-
more transfer, he was among those
first 34 students in 1 870, then joined
the faculty the year immediately fol-
lowing his graduation in 1873, only
to stop teaching here when he died
Number of references to Independent
in 1928. Fifty-fiv- e years on the fac-
ulty, and he once recalled the source
of his inspiration for this long ser-
vice in these words:
"A...prophetic feeling pos-
sessed us all that this was to
be a great institution after a
time, that we were starting that,ideals and setting standards,
and that it became us to do a
our very best to make such a
beginning that the after generations
of students would have something '
to be proud of even in .the record of
the first days." With others of tr
earliest faculty, he insisted on :
"habit of mastery" in every student.
It is a worthy tradition, and for this
reputation to continue to character-
ize Wooster and its students, itmeans
for example being willing and eager
to go beyond the bare minimum of
assignments, accepting that assign-
ments may take extended periods to
be done right, expecting to be able to
explain ideas in more ways than just
that one used in class, and being
willing to learn things in the thor-
ough and professional way rather
than the easy way. We will leave
future generations something to be
proud of only if we too maintain the
habit of mastery.
Finally, to believe a steady stream
of social scientists and social critics,
we cannot take for granted the exist-
ence of a civil society for our stu-
dents or ourselves, either on campus
or off. Robert Putnam, a colleague
of Edward O. Wilson at Harvard and
professor and Director of the Center
for International Affairs, crystallized
this concern in his 1995 essay,
"Bowling Alone: America's Declin-
ing Social Capital." In it, he draws
on evidence suggesting a recent de-
cline in civic engagement, social
trust, and simple good neighborli-nes- s.
Nathan Baxter, Dean of the
Washington National Cathedral, has
spoken publicly to the loss of trust in
our institutions. Both
Alexander Astin, professor
and director of UCLA's
Higher Education Research
Institute, and author Jeremy
a Rivkin point to the colleges,
saying that they have not done
well in producing effective
citizens and that they need to
lead the way in preparing the
next generation for a more
civil society. This same theme was
echoed in the cover article in the
New York Times' education section
several weeks ago. All point to eco-
nomic and demographic causes and
the tendency for citizens in large
and anonymous settings to hide, to
shrink from civic participation.
This reminds me of the reaction of
a friend's son when he first attended
Leaving asidefamilies and
villages, I am inclined to say
to raise a citizen, it takes
liberal arts college.
a small private school after years in
a large public one, he came, home
almost complaining, "You can't
hide." In liberal arts colleges, it js
nearly impossible to hide. At places
like Wooster, a whole galaxy of
programs draw students into par-
ticipation and the high profile of
programs like Wooster's Volunteer
Network emphasize the social and
moral values of social service. In-
deed, this is one of our strengths,
and I believe we should play to it,
leaving no way untested to make
this campus even more a real "hot-
house" for cultivation of civic en-
gagement. Leaving aside families
and villages, I am inclined to say
that, to raise a citizen, it takes a
liberal arts college. .
The nineteenth century was the
age of liberal arts colleges. Nearly
four-fift- hs of the colleges currendy
classified by the Carnegie Founda- -
Our obligation goes beyond celebration,
however, and in our planning process we
must reaffirm our dedication to Independent
Study and shape it in a way that will make it
at least as successful in its second 50 years as
in its first
tion as Liberal Arts I institutions
were founded in the 1800s. In that
period these colleges constituted a
significant proportion of all educa-
tional institutions. But Wooster's
opening in 1 870 was coincident with
another development, the appear-
ance and rapid growth of the large
university. The university was a hy-
brid with multiple purposes, blend-
ing specialized research and voca-
tional programs and often giving
only secondary attention to the lib-
eral arts. By 1 896, at the edge of the
20th century, the tide was already
about to turn, and it is difficult to
refute the assertion that the twenti-
eth century has been the age of uni-
versities. In 1 996, now poised on the
brink of the nextcentury, liberal arts
colleges constitute only 2 of the
enterprise of higher education. Pro-
fessor Wilson, there are concerns
over extinction and institutional di-
versity here that you would quickly
recognize. A natural question is this:
of what type of educational institu-
tion will the 2 1 st century be the age?
On Thursday, Carol Twigg proposed
an electronic candidate, while Sven
Birkerts had a rather different nomi-
nation.
The 2 1 st century may well belong
to those academic institutions that
guarantee the possibility ofdeep and
lasting personal relationships be-
tween students and teachers; to those
institutions that can restore faith in
colleges and universities as temples
of reason and understanding, pro-
viding individuals with discipline
and inspiration for intellectual ac-
complishment; and to those institu-
tions that can, in the words of Robert
Atwell, retiring president of the
American Council on Education and
1953 graduate of Wooster, can
"bring healing to a fractured soci-
ety." Is it therefore not the liberal
arts colleges that will prosper in the
new century?
"The knowledge here attained." I
believe that Wooster has prospered
because of its single-minde- d inter-
est in "the knowledge here attained"
by our "assembled youth." It is with
the knowledge here attained over
126 years that Wooster's graduates
have served the world and the Col-
lege well. It is with the knowledge
here attained that you, our current
students, will perpetuate that tradi-
tion into the 21st century. And it is ,
indeed also with the knowledge here
attained that Wooster's nine presi-
dents have given shape to an institu-
tion for which I have developed a
deep respect and love and which I
am proud to carry forward.
Study: 12 Number ofpastpresidents quoted: 7
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Look bck at Inaugural Weekend
ft
photo by Eric Bakkea
Sven Birkerts and Carol Twigg respectfully disagreed with one another about the Digital Revolution at
tbe Forum event on Thursday night. It was the first-yea- rs first taste of the forum series and the
campus' first taste of the Hales Inaugural Weekend. Before the security crackdown, they used to say
that the Wooster weekend starts on Wednesday, but this event did give the weekend a little jumpstart.
And security didn't even have to bust anyone.
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photo by Eric BaUen
The faculty en route to McGaw. This group of professors is not noted for its savoir faire in the
classroom, but they outfitted themselves elegantly for the day's proceedings in robes, bright vestments,
and the occasional velvet beanie. They pulled off the look with characteristic aplomb.
A wsy weekend for all involved,
Inaugural Weekend was full of
sights and sounds future
generations of Wooster students will
want to remember. From Ronald
Wallace's clever inaugural poem, to
President Hales9 moving comments
about the recent tragedy in our
community, these are moments that
make such a weekend live forever.
Captions by Sarah Fenske
I
photo by Kathryne Hall
The big jazz bash in McGaw kicked off tbe Inaugural Weekend.
Tbe Mitchell-Ruf- f duo played numerous lullabies with a jazzy twist,
working from mellow tunes to frenzied riffs. Brahm's Lullaby .
sizzled, and the spectators, a good mix of students and community
members, were mesmerized long into tbe night. The intricacies of
tbe music delighted even jazz aficionados, and those in attendance
were given a shot of adrenaline just in time for the next day's
events.
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photo by Eric Bakken
Soon-to-be-Presid- ent Hales, Vice Chair of the Board of Trustees John C. Dowd, and poet Ronald W.
Wallace watched the delegates file into their seats from the stage. The delegates easily found their
appointed seats, which is not true of the seniors. Led by professors Cropp and Collins, the robed class
nf o7 an fnnt,tnt trvino tn rnnrrnhfr which aisle to bo dowiu Mavbe thev were iust disoriented by
trw Trlrltv ctiiff. fhflt.
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photo by Eric Bakken
Student trumpeters salute the soon-to-be-presid- ent with the original
Stanfare," a composition by Professor of Music Jack B. Gallagher.
Other musically minded students had a chance to participate in the
ceremony through the Wooster Chorus.
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photo by Eric Bakkcn
R. Stanton and Diane Hales clap in response to one of Ronald W.
Wallace's poems at the poetry reading on Friday afternoon. The
poetry was praised as excellent and touching, and from the looks on
the Hales' faces, it was probably pretty funny as well.
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photo by Eric Bakken
Edward O. Wilson, famous to any student who has ever taken F.W.Cropp's Environmental Geology
course, spoke on the unity of knowledge and the necessity of everyone, even Political Science majors,
knowing about Biology. A professor at Harvard, Wilson dropped the names of powerful people like
first years drop glasses in Lowry. Just the other day, he said, he was helping write legislation for the US
Senate. From the Senate to McGaw, from Newt Gingrich to Stan Hales . . . small steps for a man like
Mr. Wilson.
fPage 6
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Scenes from the Inaugural
Professor of Mask Jack B. Gallagher conducts "Stanfart". Later, the Chorus trilled the Cantate
Domino," which expressed in Latin the idea of singing to the Lord a new song.
'
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R. Stanton Hales flaunted a brick from Old Main, the fabled former
haven of learning on this campus. He also displayed a key to the
same building, plucked from the smoldering ruins. The brick and
key served as props for his address, making a point about Wooster's
endurance through the march of time with Hales' typical dry
humor. The whereabouts of the brick are currently unknown, but
our president, keeping with the tradition of presidents past,
indicated that be intended to keep the old key in his possession.
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Tb reading of the 90th Psalm is a Wooster tradition, having been read at every one at the last nine photo by Eric Bakkea
inaugurations. Student Government Association President Steve Penrod picked up the gauntlet and The California Cajun Orchestra trio, along with fiddler Tracy
' took Bible in hand to read instead of reciting the address that the SGA president typically delivers at Shwartz, kept the music whimsical. The event attracted an
Convocation. His cream suit covered by a black robe, Penrod spoke with the power and passion so interesting mix of town and gown, college students in Birkenstocks
representative of the student government on this campus. and alumni sporting pearls. Those in cutoffs conversed with those
in ties over strawberry shortcake, and the lemonade flowed freely.
It was that rare Wooster party where you could two-ste-p with your
profs and no one looked you strangely.
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Lasaly Changkachith '98 and Mashruk Zahid 97 try their feet at some Cajun-styl- e dancing. It takes a
certain lack of self-consciousn- ess to dance with your newly anointed president watching, but the dance
floor did HI! up. President Hales definitely got a kick out of the scene; either that, or be was just glad to
strip to his shirtsleeves and hear his favorite band.
photo by Eric Bakken
Alumnus, English professor at the University of Wisconsin and poet,
Ronald W. Wallace shared a few choice rhymes with the audience.
Those viewers expecting a Maya Angelouesque poem of great
themes and dense meanings were in the wrong place; our president
is no Bill Clinton, and poem radiated humor nd good sense,
perhaps proving that you can take the poet out of Wooster, but you
can't take Wooster out of the poet
: ; . t$ -- X Ai j 4-- J&Ary h hi if? -
photo by Eric Bakken
The burdens of his approaching tenure as president were still in the
future, but Hales had much on his mind. How could he express his
vision for the job in a lesty speech that would inspire not only
students and faculty, but also visiting dignitaries?
photo by Eric Bakken
Students got a chance to chill with their new prexy at the ice cream social held at his home on
University Street. Hales was beginning what he hopes will be a warm, close relationship between
students and their president; the students were glad to eat their Till of the three flavors of ice cream or
peach frozen yogurt, plus a cornucopia of toppings. Here Becca Barnes, Sheana Balasurya, Sheila
Dreher, and Julia Woodward '99s share some friendship and ice cream.
RACHEL POPE
The 1 996-9-7 Forum scries opened
last night with Dr. Carol Twigg and
Sven .Birkerts speaking on "The
Digital Revolution." Both Twigg,
who serves as the vice president of
Educom. a company that promotes
bettering education through tech-
nology, and
Birkerts, the direc-
tor of the MFA pro-
gram at Bennington
College and author
of "The Gutenberg
Elegies: The Fate
of Reading in the
Electronic Years,"
presented their
views in isolated
speeches and were
Birkerts said there are two perspectives
from which to see the technological
revolution: literal, in which one would
analyze something like e-m- ail and then
ground predictions for the effects it will
have in that data; and figurative, in which
. one asks, "What is the deeper import of
human communication with e-m- ail?
each then given the
opportunity to respond to what the
other had said.
Twigg began her presentation by
stating that site was "not infatuated
by technology." She went on to
describe a world in which the recent
explosion of technology would shift
the relationship between individual
and organization. She said that so-
ciety is currently organization, or
"provider" driven. In such a soci-
ety, organizations make decisions
that are favorable to them, as op-
posed to the customer. Twigg says
that today's people are moving to-
wards a "customer" driven society.
Technological advances, such as the
World Wide Web, have made infor
mation more readily accessible to
the customer. No longer must indi-
viduals live by the whims of corpo-
rations; they can now take control of
their own lives.
Twigg concluded her speech by
talking about the effect she hopes
the technological revolution will
have on higher education. It is her
belief that higher education too of-
ten views itself as a place where a
stable body of knowledge can be
mastered. The information explo-
sion has made it quite clear that
information multiplies and mutates
too fast to ever make this feasible, so
students should be taught to take
advantage of the wealth of tools
which can help them access that
ever changing information instead.
Birkerts professed early in his
speech that his opinion differed from
Twigg" i. He said there are two
perspectives from which to see the
technological revolution: literal, in
which one would analyze something
like e-m- ail and then ground predic
the Inaugural
Forum kicked off the festivities
tions for the effects it will have in
that data; and figurative, in which
one asks, "What is the deeper im-
port of human communication with
e-ma- il?"
His speech continued with two
further points, the first being that,
although electronics certainly have
a place in today's classroom, the
presence of a profes
sor is even more im-
portant. Birkerts also
stated that the idea of
an on-li- ne university
insinuates that profes-
sors are no more than
a delivery service. He
emphasized the inval-
idity of this, saying
- that professors not
only present knowl-
edge, but also act as
living proof that knowledge is un-
derstandable.
His second point was that the digi-
tal revolution promotes one kind of
knowledge over another, and al-
though he would not draw a divid-
ing line, he did state that the revolu-
tion was creating a world in which
"data rules." Birkerts concluded his
speech by neither condemning or
affirming the Digital Revolution.
Instead, he offered up a blinking
yellow light to advise people to move
forward with caution.
This article is reprinted from the
Friday, Sept. 6 edition.
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Halestomp a hit!
KRISTEN DEMALINE
SALLY THELEN
The rain couldn'tdampen the spir-
its of the audience as they listened to
the dynamic tunes of the Mitchell-Ru- ff
Duo at last Friday's inaugural
concert in McGaw. Pianist Dwike
Mitchell and the bassist and French
horn player Willie Ruff opened the
new presidential term on a excellent
note with the jazz that has made
them famous over the past four de-
cades.
The duo was glad to be back on
their second trip to Wooster. They
designed the entertaining show fea-
turing songs eilher written by Ameri-
cans or songs they had been treated
with a good dose of American jazz
twists.
The show was started off by
Mitchell's brand new composition,
an enthusiastic blues piece, appro-
priately titled "Halestomp." A
steady hum of the audience's feet
tapping to the jazzy beat welcomed
the group's brilliant first number.
The audience was mellowed shortly
after with Duke Ellington's "Mood
Indigo."
A large portion of the show fea-
tured the diversity and creativity of
Mitchell and Ruff through the per-formanc- eof
lullabies that were guar-
anteed wake up and in no means
produce a single snore among the
audience. The famous "Brahm's
Lullaby" was given what Ruff de
clares as a "quintessential Ameri-
can beat."
Irving Berlin's "Russian Lullaby"
switched diversely from dark and
mellow to outright jamming.
Stravinsky's "Firebird Lullaby." a
song created to lull a mythological
beast into submission, was set afire
with Mitchell and Ruffs superb tal-
ents. A beautiful set of chord pro-
gression set off the lovely "All the
Pretty Little Horses."
Otherpieces included a delightful
pastiche from the musical "Porgy
and Bess." Mitchell's composition
"Autumn Leaves" again brought the
toes tapping with its thumping beat.
Billy Straighthorn's "Lush Life"
ballad mixed a sweet tenderness with
a steady strength. And for all those
audience members who regrettably
missed the dynamic "Halestomp"
the first time through, the audience
was treated to another rendition.
Let's just hope this jazzy, jamming
piece is a sign of what's to come in
the new presidential term.
Overwhelmed by the night's per-
formance. Hales expressed his de-
light over the jumping number en-
titled with his name: "I am enor-
mously complimented to have mu-
sicians of that caliber write a piece
for me." If you saw his head shaking
during the concert, he stated that it
wasn't just because of the thumping
beat, he was also in absolute won-
derment at the superb quality of the
conceit.
A long and winding search, from Copeland to Hales
KRISTEN DEMALINE
AARON RUPERT
Unlike many students on The Col-
lege of Wooster campus, we lived
the presidential search. (With the
notable exceptions of student search
committee representatives Jamie
Christensen and Andi Reinhart
96s.) While to most people, this
easily translates into "not having a
life." we relished our glorious mo-
ments as correspondents. Our motto
was "dammit, this is our only presi-
dential search (this year) so let's
give it the royal treatment."
To this end, we became commit-
tee paparazzi, hungrily devouring
every crumb (crumb being the op-
erative word here) of information
given to us by the search committee
members, whomust have been terri-
bly annoyed at our constant hound-
ing and continual phone calls into
the wee hours of the night But we
didn' t care, because as stated above,
it was our lives.
And so, to all of the search com-
mittee members, we offer our most
sincere apologies.
Now that we are of sound mind,
with the search far behind us, we can
look back agog at the madness which
gripped the campus last year.
It is that after this Inaugural week-
end, when the completion of the
great quest has at last been reached,
we offer to all of you mis retrospec-
tive of searches, sagas, drama, bore-
dom, and anticlimax at Wooster
which we were privileged to see.
It all began
two years ago.
when presidents
were falling
much like the
leaves on the
trees at Wooster.
The second to
fall, or first, de--
. pending on your
vantage point, was the woman, infa-
mous of name, who came and went
in a flash, and after whose with-
drawal a firestorm of comment and
controversy erupted, lasting almost
a whole week! The above observa-
tion has been made to death in this
publication. What concerns us is
the fact that no one ever noted that
the controversy simply went under-
ground it never died away. There
are s&U wounds, rather jagged, which
were inflicted at many levels of that
first search which still fester. They
don't need to be reopened; rather.
they need to be mended by future
decisions of this College and the
people who work for it
Following Susanne Woods' res-
ignation, the College set about the
business of finding a successor to
Henry Copeland. This necessitated
the formation of yet another search
The only "leak' was when Reinhart blurted,
"we are really happy with the three
candidates," before such information was to be
released to the campus, which promply led to a
(Doh!'from Christensen.
committee. But a slender ray of
hope seemed to lie in the fact that
instead of two separate committees,
one for "on-campu- s" folks and an-
other for Trustees, this one would be
made up ofconstituents from every
part of the College community.
Frustrating to members of the colle-
giate press corps (yet privately reas-
suring to us as students) was the fact
that there were no leaks of signifi-
cance marring the search; there was
inclusion of the student body; and a
tremendous amount of time, effort,
and care was clearly given by the 1 6
individuals into whose hands we
entrusted this College. The only real
"leak" was when Reinhart blurted,
"we are really happy with the three
candidates," before such informa-
tion was to be released to the cam-
pus, which promply led to a "Don!"
from Christensen. Faculty mem-
bers were consirably
more reticent. Si-
lent as stones, to be
exact
The fun and
games begin: Rich-
ard Cook's visit.
Cook said he would
make the Wooster
diploma more valu-
able by putting his name on it It
seems the search committee dis-
agreed, as well as the vast majority
of the student body. Cook has gone
on to make Allegheny's diploma
more valuable as their new pres-
ident You might see him at a foot-
ball game as the Gators proceed
with their annual thrashing of the
Scots. Console yourselves with this
small factoid, however, if it is of
some help: to the best of our knowl-
edge, there was no exhaustive cov-
erage of their search. Why? Not
only does the Gator football team
kick butt, but their reporters also
have lives too.
The anticlimactk second candi-
date ... Stan Hales. We have to
admit that we saw this one coming.
There was a budding movement
among students to start a petition
demanding that Hales be one of the
three finalists. The leaders of this
movement quietly met with student
members of the search committee,
and then promptly forgot about their
petition. Through a leap of deduc-
tive reasoning, and some hints from
search committee members (one of
whom said, "yeah, of course the
second one is Stan"), we were tipped
off. This ."visit" was notable for
demonstrating his strong commit-
ment to park benches. Also of inter-
est was the fact that Hales was un-
aware of the GPA requirement to
rush Greek, but we assume he has
read up on it by now. Overall Hales
was himself, and was thus liked by
the students oa campus. His in-
creased visibilty on campus (com-
pared to Copeland. who drove from
the President'i house to Galpin), was
a big hit with the student populus.
Everyone we talked to who had seen
please see RETROSPECTIVE.
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Act loudly,
when your
It's a new school year. I don't
know whether I should be optimis-
tic about it though. Remember last
' year? It took
Ateesh Roye the threat of a
lawsuit by a
section of the students for the ad-
ministration to have our Social Se-
curity numbers expunged from
Sprint records. The
schools budget is still the
nation's most closely We
guarded secret and life enjoy
seems to cany on in much
the same fashion as it did mom
last year. may
It's time, I feel, to re-
view
have
the issues that re-
sulted themin one of the most
intensely fought SGA
Presidential races in liv-
ing memory. Stephen Penrod and
the rest of the SGA certainly have a
busy year ahead of them if they aim
to deliver on their promises. The
parking situation on campus seems
to have gone from bad to worse. It's
practically impossible to find any
parking spots in the north side of
campus where all the dorms are con-
centrated. About the only place
where one does find parking is in the
stadium or behind Freedlander The-
atre. I suspect that a lot of the prob-
lem would be solved if there were a
way to ensure that only registered
students parked in the lots desig-
nated for student use.
The Residential Life Office has to
see the sense in the long standing
Defining and redefining, as Wooster moves ahead
The inauguration of a new presi-
dent is a defining institutional mo-
ment. As we welcome the class of
2000. celebrate
Susan Figge the inaugura- -
' tion, and work
with President Hales to initiate a
college-wid- e planning process, we
should consider that our definitions
and redefinitions of Wooster' s iden-
tity and purpose will emerge, guided
by the president, from the history
and traditions of the College, from
currentopportunities and challenges
in higher education, and from the
collective concerns and ideas of fac-
ulty, students, staff, and other mem-
bers of the college community. One
challenge toall of us will be to listen
to this multiplicity of perspectives
and voices as we define our current
successes and our future directions.
That listening happens in many
settings. One such setting was last
weekend'sretreatof the Educational
Policy Committee, an elected com-
mittee of the faculty which includes
six faculty, two student and three
or don't complain
voice isn't
request to provide students with 24
hour access to all dorms. I wonder
how many assaults on students walk-
ing across campus at 3 ajn. it will
take before Res Life gets the equip-
ment they claim they need to pro-
vide universal access. It's in the
interest of students' safety that this
was requested. We have to accept
came to campus ready to
our independence from
and dad. Guess what? They
have secretly conspired to
the Security office fill infor
this year.
that Wooster is changing. It's no
longer the quiet and peaceful place
it was. Incidents of assault and the
'missile' attacks on Beall Avenue
have skyrocketed since I was a first
year student We have already had
our first set of cruising incidents;
students have had eggs, milkshake
containers and beer thrown at them
from cars on BeaU. There were inci-
dents of assaults with silenced auto-
matic rifles downtown last year.
We came to campus ready to en-
joy our independence from mom
and dad. Guess what? They may
have secretly conspired to have the
Security office fill in for them this
year. In case you haven't already
noticed, officers in their imposing
administrative members. From Fri-
day evening through Saturday after-
noon the Committee addressed some
of the curricular issues mat will
surely be on our
agenda for the next
several years. We must
Based on these students
weekend discus-
sions, fieldson the recent lives asdepartmental cur-
ricular reviews, and andfor
on issues I have and the
heard raised by
many students and
faculty members, I would put forth
this partial list of specific curricular
questions that we will surely define,
debate and decide in many settings
over the next several years.
1. How shall we initiate students
into Wooster's curriculum and pre-
pare them to engage successfully
with its demands and challenges? Is
the program of First-Ye- ar Seminars
in Critical Inquiry the best response
to this concern?
2. In what ways does the Indepen
Viewpoints
heard
uniforms have started regularly
walking through your dorms, check-
ing up on your 'safety,' and dealing
with loud stereo equipment and un-
derage drinking as and when they
come across it. It's all part of the
new and improved shape of things
to come this year. Joe L. Kirk is the
new director of Security, and is in
charge of implementing
programs related to our
safety. It appears that one
of the issues from last year
is already being dealt with
by the Security office. Re-
turning to campus after a
year, student patrol will be
increasingly visible on
campus. Hopefully the in-
creased presence will im-
prove response times to
calls and generally increase Security's
accessibility.
The SGA senate elections are com-
ing up. Get out there and vote. Hope-ful- ly
no one will complain about
student apathy this year. I'd also
like to take this opportunity to re-
mind all members of the SGA to
improve their accessibility and to
deliver on the promises to listen to
students' concerns and increase the
transparency ofSGA meetings. SGA
does not deal with state secrets. No
closed door activity please if it con-
cerns students I have a right to know.
Ateesh Roye was one of
last year's SGA Presidental
canidates
dent Study program continue to pro-
vide the engagement with critical
evaluation of ideas, the practice of
method and theory, and the experi- -
ask ourselves how are we to prepare
for successful professional lives in
which may not yet exist;for responsible
national and international citizens;
rich and satisfying lives of the mind
heart. '
ence of sustained and focused in-
quiry in a specific field that we have
identified with this unique feature
of Wooster's curriculum.
3. How shall we define, teach,
and learn the essential fields of
knowledge and the skills in expres-
sion that we are prepared to claim lie
at the heart of the liberal arts, those
things that a liberally educa ted stu-
dent needs to know? In what ways
does our current distribution require-
ment fulfill this goal? How and
Retrospective
continued from page 7
bom Cook and Hales agreed that Cook
was already out But little did we
know that the real challenge to the
throne was yet to come.
Ross Murfin, and his effective
partner Pam Murfin, sent
Shockwaves through the student
body, moving one of them to de-
clare that after he had seen Murfin
he wanted to "stand up on the table
and sing 'Scotland the Brave." It
seemed as if Murfin had this effect
on the majority of the student body,
as every student the Voice talked to
after his forum was extremely ex-
cited. We were particularly im-
pressed by his knowledge of
Wooster. He stated that he visited
Wooster during the year, talked to
students, and tried to get a feel for
the institution. He even stated that
we should-questio- n everything about
our institution, including IS. It
seems the student body, after his fo-
rum, had developed acrush on Murfin,
the man we thought could solve all our
problems. Murfin is now the provost
of Southern Methodist University.
The Trustees, on the other hand,
seem notto have been as starry-eye- d
as the students. At the press confer-
ence in which Hales was announced
to be the 10th president, we asked
what made the executive committee
of the Board of Trustees ignore the
student opinion in picking Hales over
Murfin. While Stan Gault and Jack
Dowd did not cut straight to the
chase, they did say mat they be-
lieved that Murfin was promising
everything to everybody, and that
he could not deliver on what he was
where shall students learn to ex-
press their ideas in speaking and
writing?
4. How shall the curriculum as- -'
sure that our stu
dents are
equipped with the
skills and under-
standings neces-
sary to live in a
variety of
multicultural and
international set--
tings and to see
how those settings
and perspectives shape our experi-
ences and the knowledge we create?
5. How do the new technologies
promise us opportunities for teach-
ing and learning? What are the
implications of our taking advan-
tage of those opportunities? Where
should we be cautious? How might
we best consider the social and cul-
tural implications of digital revolu-
tion even as we learn the skills we
need to participate in it?
As we debate and plan in these
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stating. It is here worth noting that
the "anonymous" decision levied by
the said Board does not acknowl-
edge the fact that both Hales and
Murfin were recommended by the
search committee itself.
The coronation: This weekend,
"Archbishop" Stan Gault conferred
upon Hales the symbolic key to Old
Main, making him the 10th Presi-
dent of Wooster.
All joking of coronations aside,
the stately ceremony marking the
transition into the Hales era was,
while somewhat dampened by Fran,
an altogether splendid sight. Even
we, the trained-to-be-cynic- al ex-sear- ch
correspondents, noted the
pageantry marked by the Scot Pip-
ers, never in better form than when
they played "Scotland the Brave"
on Saturday morning. Thus, a pro-
cess that has taken two full aca-
demic years has been brought to an
end. For our own and the institu-
tions part, it has been a long and
winding road. Where it leads now
remains to be seen, but we're glad to
have hit this rest station. .
Kristen Demaline, turrent Editor-in-Chie- f,
interned at the National
Air and Space Museum this
summer where she witnessed their
search for a new director. She is
pleased to report a gentleman
from Pomona got the job.
Aaron Rupert, current Managing
Editor, will cover the searchfor a
new Vice President for Academic
Affairs, until he can foist the
assignment onto some unsuspect-
ing first-yea- r.
specific curricular areas, we need to
keep in mind as well some broader
questions about changes in knowl-
edge itself and how we acquire it;
changes in the skills, strengths, and
goals of each new generation of stu-
dents; and changes in the social,
political, and cultural contexts in
which we construct and impart
Icnowledge, locally and globally. We
must ask ourselves how are we to
prepare students for successful pro-
fessional lives in fields which may
not yet exist; for responsible lives as
national and international citizens;
and for rich and satisfying lives of
the mind and the heart. As we res-
pond-to all of these questions, we
will need to attend to each other's
voices, to the resources of our his-
tory, and to the practices of rea-
soned argument and thoughtful judg-
ment we connect to critical inquiry
and liberal education. I look for-
ward to the listening and learning
that lies ahead.
Susan Figge is Dean of Faculty
at Tht College of Wooste
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Announcements
Apply
Applications for Voice news editor are now being accepted through
Wednesday, Sept. 18. Send a copy of your relevant experience as well as
a writing sample to box c-- 3 1 87, or email it to voiceacs.wooster.edu The
job includes a time commitment of roughly 15-2- 0 hours a week. Please call
x2598 with any questions.
Letters deadline
Letters to the Editor regarding the special issue can be sent to the Voice
by Thursday at 7 p.m. Letters may be sent to box c-- 3 187 or
voiceacs.wooster.edu.
Winter correction:
The article Professor Winter remembered lovingly, printed in the Sept.
6 issue of the Voice, contained-a- n error. The' article should have read:
"Students and faculty alike held Winter in high regard. 'Teaching was the
center of his universe,' said Brian Dykstra, chair of the music department.
'He had a strong commitment. He was probably the most dedicated teacher
I've known.'" The Voice regrets this error.
Campus Issues 96-'9-7: a new beginning, a new series
Why we're starting a series, why we wantyou to participate, and how we're going to do both
In this inaugural issue we cel-
ebrate two things: the installation of
R. Stanton Hales as the 10th presi-
dent of
Kristen Demaline the Coi- -
1 e g e ,
and our continuing quest for some-
thing perhaps no search committee
ever could find: our institution's
own direction and future mission.
The first is a celebration in which
we all join, while simultaneously
remembering the members of our
campus community who are not here
to share this weekend with us. It is
a celebration which affirms the life
of the institution, which directs us to
a new understanding of this place
The Wooster Voice
Established 1883
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Editor -la- -Chief:
Assistant Editor:
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Dluatrator:
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The second, however, is a con-
tinuing struggle. On a quite literal
level, there are practical concerns to
consider endowment, buildings and
grounds, the faculty's continuing
development and redefined role in
the information age, and how to
continue to attract personnel stu-
dents, faculty, staff, both -- salaried
and hourly, and administrators
who will contribute to the life of the
College while reaping the benefits
of the institution. Should we ques-
tion how we execute First-Ye- ar
Seminar, or the twin "sacred cows"
of Independent Study and the fac-
ulty leave program?
Kris ten M. Demaline
Jennifer Schupaka
Aaron Rupert
Eric Bakken
Sarah Fenske
Nat Misiildine
Sally Thekn
Adnaime Zofchak
Kathenne Geldrica
Gregory Licht
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Leaving aside the pragmatic de-
tails for the moment, there is a more
complex question at work here, and
one which comes naturally to any
community whose students are con-
cerned with larger life questions:
how to best contribute
to society, how to sue- -
cessfully support one-
self, Afterhow to define workingone's own self as an
adult, while synthesiz-
ing
member
all of the learning professional
in many arenas gained member
over the years to gradu--
worthwhileate and move into "the
real world." Orjust
inat larger question,
"where are we going, and why, and to
whose benefit andor detriment?" is
one of the impetuses for the campus
issues series which will begin in the
Voice in a few short weeks. This
series will address questions ofprac-
ticality for students: what do you
expect from campus security? are
your campus leaders really repre-
senting you? how much interaction
do 'you expect with faculty and
adrninstrators? what can we do to
make the staff of this College more
included in its' affairs? in addition to
larger questions ofwhy, who, where,
for what purpose?
This series follows several others,
less broad in scope, held last spring on
this campus. One was held in the form
of a diversity series, sponsored by
the Dean's office; another, spon-
sored by the assistant editor of this
publication last year. One focused
on discussion groups; the other, guest
columnists.
This year's series will include
news stories citing the facts on secu
rity; minority admissions and reten-
tion rates; the availability of certain
services on campus; and what aca-
demic programs are available re-
garding multicultural studies. It will
incl ude feature stories on people and
all, whether you re a student
hard to be here, afaculty
who is devoting their
life to this place, or a staff
or administrator, it seems
to make your voice heard.
to listen.
their experiences. It will include,
hopefully, guest columnists. And
its centerpiece will be a discussion
series, moderated by campus minis-
ter Linda Morgan-Clemen- t, with
additional moderators as necessary,
reported in the Voice in which the
campus community at-lar- ge, par-
ticularly students, will have the op-
portunity to talk about security,
facultystudent relations, sexual ori-
entation, international student con-
cerns, gender issues and race rela-
tions on campus. Next semester, the
series will address College-communit- y
relations (the "town-gow- n"
question), staffCollegestudent re-lati- ons
and other topics yet to be final-
ized. For this series, we hope to
organize focus groups who are inter-
ested in participating, while simulta-
neously extending an invitation id the
whole campus tojoin in ifthey choose.
This special edition acts to issue a
challenge and an invitation to all
ofour readers. Whether via partici-
pation in the series, an opinion piece
or merely support through attending
discussions as an observer, I would
love to see everyone on campus be a
part of at least one, if not more, of
these discussions. After all, whether
you're a student working hard to be
here, a faculty member
who is devoting their
professional life to this
place, or a staff mem-
ber or administrator, it
seems worthwhile to
make your voice heard.
Or just to listen.
In this issue, I have
invited guests from the
faculty, staff.,
adminstration, and stu-
dent body to offer commentary not
on the new Presidency, but on these
larger issues and questions. Al-
though all of the faculty and staff
members invited to participate de-
clined the offer, within this issue we
are honored to offer the campus four
voices who offer us their perspec-
tives on the larger issues which we
as a campus community must face.
In a very real sense, the "big pic-
tures" which Susan Figge, Ateesh
Roye '97, Hayden Schilling and
Donnell Wyche '97 offer will act as
starting points in the larger discus-
sion. For, while their ideas touch on
several separate issues we face, they
are alsoa reminder that what we will
begin with is our own commonality:
the goal to make our time at Wooster,
however long, one of the most fun,
educational, exciting, moving, agi-
tating and, hra-wor-d, stupendous,
experiences anyvof us will ever
have.
Kristen Demaline is Editor-in-Chi- ef
ofThe Wooster Voice
mean much and most
people with political
agendas use it to
identify the inclusion
of other ethnic
groups. I am, on the
other hand, more
concerned with what
Multiculturalism
means to students at
Wooster. Wooster is
noted for being a di- - --
verse school, toting approximately a 20
minority rate. Of this number, there are two
groups of minorities represented. American
minorities make up approximately 7, while
International students make the remaining
13. This is diversity for Wooster, but what
is diversity? Is the fact that the College has
20 of its population that is not white or is it
the fact that the student body is itself diverse,
not in color but in nature. By nature ! mean,
students coming from all backgrounds and
having lives and experiences that make them
who they are. If we pick the former, that
Wooster is diverse because 20 of it's popu-
lation is not white, then how do we reconcile
the fact that of this 20 minority rate, only
6.4 of it is African-America- n, and mostly
from the state of Ohio. Furthermore, of the
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Diversity's importance
I was invited to discuss what issues I think
should be addressed and what direction I think
the College should take in resolving them. I
have identified one
Donnell Wyche main topic that I
.
think is important to
the College and it's community. This issue is
Multicultural ism. I will acknowledge what
concern I have with it and offer suggestions
for addressing it
Multicultural ism is a buzz word these days,
it really does not
13 international students, why are there a
large percentage that come to the College
from Asia. Is this diversity? I think not; I think
diversity is where you have a place that has a
large group of individuals who do not share
the same background, are not all from the
same place, have accomplished different things
and have different goals in life.
Let us, the 'sleeping giant,' challenge the
institution to take proactive steps in address-
ing our concern with diversity. This challenge
... think diversity is where you
have a place that has a large
group of individuals who do not
share the same background, are
not allfrom the same place, have
accomplished different things
and have different goals in life
could be taken up in
different ways, one
of which is the up-
coming curriculum
review that the Presi-
dent is preparing to
start In this review,
the President should
finds ways to incor-
porate issues per-
taining to diversity.
This also could be
addressed in a series
of talks, hosted by the administration aimed at
students, faculty and staff; taking a serious
look at the issues we are faced with.
Multiculturalism is an issue that will be with us
for years to come, and what matters most is how
we address it. Whether we decide to sweep it
under the carpet for future students and admin-
istrations orwhether we decide to take issue with
it today. I challenge all those concerned with
Multiculturalism to doeverything in their power
to ensure that this issue never be forgotten, but to
be passed on to future generations. Wooster has
a collection ofstudents, faculty and staffthat can
build a bridge to the 21st century where we can
exist as an open and diverse community.
Donnell Wyche is the
Chair of Campus Council
We're looking for the
best writers possible
Join the revolution thai is the 1996-199-7
Wooster Voice!
Staffwriters, production assistants,
photographers, and computer desktop
publishing experts are always needed.
Practice writing, organizational, and
computer skills that look good in thefuture
Apply Today t
Please caU The Wooster Voice office at x2598,
e-m- ail us at yoiceacswbostenedii, or join
our weekly staff meeting on Wednesday at 4
p.m. to become part of the movement.
Writing, photography and production
positions are still available!
The meaning of 'the liberal arts" and the institution
Why Wooster is different, and why it is so important
The inauguration of a new president is an
important moment in the life of a college, and
an occasion for both celebration and reflec- -
tion. The events
Havden Schilling f weekend
: are certainly a
time to celebrate Wooster's very rich tradi-
tions and achievements during its first 130
years. It is also a time to begin considering
where Wooster wants to be as it approaches a
new century.
Shortly after being named Wooster's 10th
President last spring, Stan Hales announced a
two year planing process that will extend into
the 1997-199- 8 academic year. He argued that
this process should involve the broadest pos-
sible representation of the campus commu-
nity students, faculty, staff, and trustees
and examine all aspects of what we do as a
college. The result can be a clearly articulated
statement of what we value from our past and
what initiatives and opportunities we seek in
the years immediately ahead. This process
will begin soon and, as it does, let me suggest
several challenges that we will face.
The first has to do with perception and any
planning process will be set against the back-
ground of a public that does not fully appreci-
ate the value of the liberal arts, that is critical
of rising college costs and sees Wooster and
colleges like it as unaffordable, and that be-
lieves that an education at a public university
is both less expensive and every bit as good as
the received here. As we examine what we
value from our past and where we wish
Wooster to be in the years ahead, we will do
well to remember the doubts and questions
that the public has and address these directly.
) One of our tasks will be to explain why,
1 after having been founded as a university, we
nave chosen to be a college of the liberal arts
and sciences and what this means for our
students. This will require a close examina-
tion of our present curriculum, a full discus-
sion of what a liberal arts curriculum should
consist of and why, and what it means to be
liberally educated, more specifically, we will
want to ask what course(s) should an incom-
ing students take; what expectations, if any,
should there be about the sophomore year;
what kind of breadth a distribution require-
ment should insure; what should a major con-
sist of; and whether there are new dimensions
that we might consider for Independent Study:
How to contain college costs will surely be
a particular challenge. As we see our own
students and their parents struggle with costs,
we know that many families abandon Wooster
early in the college selection process because
they believe they cannot possibly afford us.
Many also believe that an education at a less
expensive public institution will be just as
good. Our special challenge will be to explain
the benefits of a Wooster education, to con-
tain costs as far as possible, and to maintain
our commitment to a diverse student body. If
our costs, even with financial aid, can never
be identical to those at public institutions, we
will need to demonstrate that the added in-
vestment in Wooster will make a significant
difference over a lifetime.
A college's faculty and staff are among its
most valuable assets and the preservation and
cultivation of this resource is crucial. Our
challenge will be to attract the best faculty and
staff in an already competitive environment.
We will need the clearest vision of Wooster
and the resources that it will take to insure ihat
our offers attract the very best candidates for
positions here. We should lose no candidate
because of salary. At the same time, we will
need to pay particular attention to the needs of
current faculty and staff whose salaries have
declined in recent years.
A final challenge will be to insure that our
students are not only well educated but have
every competitive advantage when they seek
positions or entry into graduate and profes-
sional schools. We may well want to expand
the number of available internship opportuni-
ties, continue to strengthen our pre-profes-sio- nal
advising, and enhance the job place-
ment and other outreach efforts of our Careei
Services Office. One of the many tests of a
college education is the extent to which gradu-
ates feel advantaged in their first searches and
.as alumni look back on their Wooster educa-
tion as second to none.
Colleges like Wooster will face many chal-
lenges in the years ahead. No one of these,
however, is insurmountable and a planning
process that involves substantial elements of
the campus community represents a unique
opportunity to position Wooster for a new
century. If pursued vigorously and with good
will, the period immediately ahead should be
one of the more interesting and promising
ones in theCollege's history. It is a wonderful
opportunity and one that is not to be taken
lightly.
Hoyden Schilling is Acting
Vice President of Academic
Affairs at The College of Wooster
"The most important thing about the address was
his careful sense of the history of the College and its
long commitment to the central values we call the
liberal arts.
I think what you see is his dedication, as we move,
as he said, into the 21st century, these values will not
be radically changed, even as we face the inevitable
challenges that face colleges like us.
His strategic planning endeavor promises change,
but change is informed by our real past as we con-
front the future."
--James Hodges, professor of history
"The most important thing for me was his comments
when he was talking about the difference between a
business and the College. The recent deaths on cam-
pus do not fit the pattern of a business, but elicits a
response of human compassion. Everyone was won-
dering how he was going to deal with these recent
events. He used a traditional argument of the differ-
ence between a college and a business and gave it new
meaning and resonance by adding what's been on
everybody's mind."
--Alexander Brietzke, assistant professor of theatre
"The thought that remains in my memory is his
disavowal of something Carol Twigg said at the forum
Thursday night We cannot apply the laws of the
marketplace to education, stating students are not
customers faculty are not employees; this is not an
information-buyin- g endeavor."
--Sharon Shelly, assistant professor of French
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Faculty speak their minds: here's the verdict
"I thought the most important thing was
Hales call for everybody to emphasize
community between students and faculty,
because I think it's important. I also liked
that thespeech wasn't dead serious, that it
had some humor in it."
--Barbara Burn ell, professor of economics
I thought the most important thing was his
emphasis on Wooster's being a community, and
how its various parts need to interact more. His most
serious omission: the role of the biweekly and
support staff as they relate to that community."
--Charles Kammer, associate proiessor
of religious studies
What was the most
important thing you
have taken from :
the inaugural !
address? ,
v-id'-- - quotes compiled by DcmaBneRupert
"I think that the most
important thing is that
Hales has entered into
a long-ter- m plan for the
College... what is impor-
tant is the way he frames
that-t- he concepts and
questions he uses. Will
the plan be based on how
Wooster can improve in
the national market or is
it going to be based on
the educational needs of
the students? What con-
stitutes a good education,
and what can Wooster.
do differently to deepen
the education of its stu-
dents? I appreciate that
he is looking to ask these
questions, but it's a cru-
cial time-ho-w he starts
will determine the an-
swers we're going to get."
--Garrett Thompson,"
associate professor of
philosophy .
"The most important thing he said was about his
looking toward the future and his vision of the future.
It tells us where he wants the institution to go."
--James Hartman, associate professor ofmathematics
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"The most important thing about this ad
dress was the focus on building and strength-
ening the sense of community.- -
The importance of not giving into the con-sumer- ist
idea of education that is prevalent
today."
--Heather FitzGibbon, assistant professor
of sociology
"I thought the most important thing has to do with
his comment about the emphasis on the student
faculty lunch program, and exhorting students to
make the initiative; already one of my students has
brought it up to meat's something I enjoy doing, it's
a small thing, but I think it has its finger on the pulse
of why we're all here. I think one major temptation
ofany institution is to get as many students into every
class as possible. I'd be happy to devote more time to
the lunches,etc, but I feel under assault in regard to
the large class sizes. That's the other side of the coin."
--Daniel Bourne, associate professor of English
The most important thing about his speech was
the image he gave of why the model of a business
wouldn't work.. .ofwhen we lose a student, we lose
a friend, and of the close connectedness of the
community. He Hales talked about an alum who
had been killed in TWA Flight 800 who hasn't
been here, but we still feel the loss. I think Dr. Hales
understands the place, and will lead us well.
--Anna Andrews, assistant professor of physics
"The most important thing he referred to was
his sincere commitment to the community; that
we are not an industry. We don't consider students
in market terms. They are students, they are people,
not customers.
The other part that I liked is that we are unique as
an institution. I have long felt that we the College
are unique."
--Yvonne Williams, professor of
black studies and political science
